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Frequency Decomposition Multi-Level Method
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Abstract - Zusammenfassung

Robustness of the Additive and Multiplicative Frequency Decomposition Multi-Level
Method. Recently, we introduced a cheap modification of Hackbusch' Frequency Decomposition
multi-level method. In this paper, the multiplicative variant of this method is studied. Using
the theory of Subspace Correction Methods, robustness is proved of both the multiplicative and
additive variant applied to anisotropic problems in an arbitrary number of space dimensions.
Implementation of both variants is discussed and numerical results are given.

Mathematical Subject Classification (1991): 65N55, 65N30.

Key words: Frequency decomposition, multi-level method, finite elements, hierarchical basis,
additive and multiplicative Schwarz methods, subspace decomposition, robustness.

Die Robustheit des additiven und multiplikativen Frequenzzerlegungs-Mehrgitter
verfahrens. Kurzlich haben wir eine effektive Modifizierung des Frequenzzerlegungs-Mehrgitter
verfahrens vorgestellt. In diesem Artikel wird die multiplikative Variante dieses Verfahrens un
tersucht. Unter Verwendung der Theorie der Unterraumkorrekturverfahren wird die Robustheit
sowohl fur die multiplikative als auch fUr die additive Variante bei Anwendung auf anisotrope
Probleme mit beliebiger Raumdimension bewiesen. Die Implementierung beider Varianten wird
diskutiert und numerische Ergebnisse werden angegeben.

1 Introduction

Without a special choice of a smoother, the standard multi-grid method is not robust for
anisotropic problems. In three dimensions, suitable smoothers with reasonable costs are
hard to find. For this reason, Hackbusch developed the Frequency Decomposition Multi
Level Method (FDMLM) ([2,3]). The characteristic feature of this method is the use of not

,'Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box
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one but 2d coarse-grid corrections, where d is the dimension, in which case the smoother
can be dropped. Each coarse-grid correction was designed to damp errors in a different
part of the frequency spectrum. In the original form of the method, the systems on all
coarse grids were solved by applying recursive calls of the complete method, thus involving
(2d)2 coarse-grid corrections on the next coarser level. Since the total number of grid points
was constant over all levels, the resulting algorithm had an order n log n complexity.

In [5], we proposed a cheap variant of the FDMLM. Instead of applying recursive
calls for all coarse-grid problems, we solved 2d

- 1 of these problems using a smaller
number of coarse-grid corrections on the next coarser level based on semi-coarsening. As
a result the complexity was reduced to order n. Our method can be viewed as an additive
Schwarz method also called a Parallel Subspace Correction method. The subspaces are
non-overlapping and the method is an example of a hierarchical basis method. Using the
theory of these types of methods as reviewed in [7], we were able to prove robustness of
the method as a preconditioner applied to anisotropic problems. For the two-level case,
robustness was first proved in [4].

In the present paper, we study the multiplicative version of our FDMLM. Using Xu's
Fundamental Theorem II ([7]), we prove robustness of this Successive Subspace Correction
method. We give numerical results obtained with the additive and multiplicative FDMLM.
These results will demonstrate the practical relevance of both methods.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we start with defining the abstract
finite element spaces and their subspace decomposition that underlies the FDMLM. The
additive and multiplicative FDMLM are defined as subspace correction methods in Section
3. Then, in Section 4, we give proofs of robustness of the additive and multiplicative
FDMLM. Robustness of the additive variant was already proved in [5], but the present
proof distinguishes more clearly between properties of the abstract subspace decomposition
and those of the implementation. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss the implementation of
both methods and present the numerical results. The paper is designed in such a way
that readers who are particularly interested in algorithms and numerical results can skip
Section 4.

Following [7], we shall use the notations ;S, ~ and ~. When we write

then there exists constants C1 , C2, C3 and C3 , that are independent of relevant parameters
as the level or the anisotropy, such that

2 The finite element space and its decomposition

We first consider the one-dimensional case. Afterwards the general case will be handled
by using tensor-products.
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For kENo = {O, 1,2, ...}, let hk = 2-(k+l) and, with 0 = (0,1), let Mk C HJ(O)
be the finite element space consisting of continuous functions that are linear on intervals
(ih k, (i + l)hk). In addition to the standard L 2-scalar product, we equip Mk with scalar
product

h;1_1

<u, v>M/c= L u(ihk)v(ihk)
i=1

1 1
and norm II· IIM/c =<', .>1t/c. It is well-known that II ·IIL2 ~ h~ II·IIM/c.

For °~ k ~ J, we define Vk C M k by

Vo = M o, Mk-1 SiM/c Vk = Mk (k > 0). (1)

As a consequence, we have the direct sum decomposition MJ = st=oVk ("non-overlapping"
subspaces).

For the general d-dimensional case, for a E 1 := {O, 1, ... , J}d, we define the subspaces

M a = ®1=1MaJ and Va = 01=1Vaj

of HJ(Od). For convenience, we abbreviate multi-indices (m,m, ... ,m) E Ng by m. In
this paper, we will focus on the direct sum space decomposition of the multi-linear finite
element space MJ = SaElVa,

3 Definition of the FDMLM

Suppose we have to solve the system

Au = f on MJ,

where A : MJ -4 MJ is symmetric and positive definite (SPD) with respect to the
standard L 2-scalar product. The operator A gives rise to the energy scalar product

1

(" .)A = (A·, .)L2 and norm II . II A = (', .non M J. For 0' E 1, we define Aa : Va -4 Va and
orthogonal projections Qa, Pa : MJ -4 Va by

and
(Qau,V)L2 = (u,v)p, (PaU,V)A = (U,V)A (u E MJ,v EVa)'

Note that 1a := Q~ : Va -4 MJ is the trivial embedding operator and that QaA = AaPa.
Finally, for a E I, let Ra : Va -4 Va be a SPD operator that represents an approximate
inverse of Ao .

The additive FDMLM is now defined by

un+l = un +L RcxQa(J - Aun).
oEI
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With Ta := RaQaA, we obtain the relation u - un+1 = (I - EaEI Ta)(u - un) between
errors in successive iterates.

Let i t-+ a(i) be some bijective mapping between {I, 2, ... , (J + l)d} and I, defining an
ordering on the set of subspaces. Then the multiplicative FDMLM is defined by

un+i/(J+I)d = un+(i-1)/(J+1)d + Ra('lQa('l(j _ Aun+(i-1)/(J+I)d), i = 1,2, ... (J + l)d.

It holds that u - un+I = n~~t1)d(I - Ta(.»)(u - un).
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to operators A of the following form:

Definition 3.1 Let A : MJ --+ MJ be defined by

d

(Au,v)p = Laj(oju,Ojv)p +b(u,v)p (u,v E MJ)
j=l

with constants aj and b satisfying b+Ej=l aj > 0, aj ~ 0 and b ~ o.
We will show robustness of the additive and multiplicative FDMLM, that is, we prove

that K(EaEI Ta) .:s 1 (K := ~:~:) and II n~~t1)d (I -Ta(.») II A ....A < 1, both estimates uniformly
in J and the constants aj and b.

Note that both algorithms are by no means restricted to problems having constant
coefficients. Although also the proofs of robustness can be generalized to variable coefficient
cases (for the additive FDMLM, d. [5, Remark 3.5]), for ease of presentation we consider
only the constant coefficient case in our proofs.

4 Proof of robustness

We start with collecting results concerning the space decomposition MJ = ffit=oVk in one
dimension:

The1'e exist a 0 < 1 such that f01' 0 :s; k :s; I :s; J,

and

(strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities). Further, for Uk E Vk, we have

(use the inverse inequality and [5, Lemma 3. Ilj),

J J

L lIukllh ~ II L ukllh ([5, Section 3.3])
k=O k=O

4
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and
J J

E lIu~lIi2 ~ II E u~lli2 ([5, Theorem 3.13]) (6)
k=O k=O

(stability of the decomposition with respect to L2_ and HI-norms).

Now we turn to our space decomposition in d-dimensions. Since MJ is a direct sum
of the spaces Va, there exist projections Za = ziJ) : MJ -+ Va such that LaEI Za = Ion
MJ. Note that Zala = I on Va and that ZcJ{3 = 0 if a =F (3.

Lemma 4.1 K:(LaEI Ta) = 1<of , where 1<0 = (Amin(LaEI Ta))-l and f = Amax(LaEITa)
are the smallest constants in

Proof Let B = LaE! RaQa, then LaE! Ta = BA. Since Ra is SPD and LaEI Va = MJ,
B is SPD. From O'(BA) = O'(B~ AB~), we conclude that 1<0, f are the smallest constants
In

1
1<0 (B-1u,u)u ~ (AU,U)L2 ~ r(B- 1u,U)L2 (u E MJ).

The lemma now follows from

E Z~R;;1 Za E R{3Q{3 = E Z~Qa = (E Za)* = I,
aEI {3E! aEI aEI

Theorem 4.2 Assume
(R;;l., ·)u ~ (A a ·, ·)u,

then /(0, f ;S 1, that is, the additive FDMLM yields a robust preconditioner.

o

(7)

(9)

Proof Because of the assumption and Lemma 4.1, it is sufficient to show that there exist
constants A, A > 0 such that

AE(AZau, Zaru)U ~ (Au, U)L2 ~ A E(AZaru, ZaU)L2 (u E MJ), (8)
arEI arE!

or equivalently,

O'(E Z~AZarA-l)C [t, H
oE!

From (8) and the definition of A, we conclude that we may restrict ourselves to the cases
that (Au,v)u = (8j u,8j v)u (1 ~ j ~ d) or (Au,v)u = (U,V)L2. In all these cases, A
is a tensor product of one-dimensional A : M J -+ MJ defined by (AU,V)L2 = (u',v')u
or (Au,v)u = (u,v)u. As a special case of the general definition, the one-dimensional
zf) : M J -+ Vk were defined by Lf=o zf) = I. Clearly, we also have the tensor product
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factorizations ZO/(= ziJ ») = ®1=IZiJ ) and Z~ = ®1=I(Zi~»)*. Since the eigenvalues of a
tensor product operator are the products of the eigenvalues of its factors, the equivalence
of (9) and (8) now implies that is sufficient to show (8) for the two one-dimensional

cases. The theorem follows from the relations lIu'II1,2 ~ El=o II(Zf)uYII1,2 and lIull1,2 ~
El=o II Zf)ull1,2 , that is, from (6) and (5). 0

In the following proposition, it is shown that the operators AO/ are well-conditioned,
which implies that condition (7) can be satisfied by simple preconditioners.

Proposition 4.3 K(AO/) :s l.

Proof For SPD operators BI and B2 , it holds that K(BI +B2 ) ~ max{K(Bt},K(B2 )} and
K(BI ® B2 ) = K(BdK(B2 ). So, analogously to the proof of Theorem 4.2, it is sufficient to
prove the proposition for the space decomposition MJ = El=o Vk in one dimension and
(AU,V)L2 = (U,V)L2 or (Au,v)u = (u',V')L2. In the first case, the proposition is trivially
true and in the second case it follows from (4). 0

Remark 4.4 In [1], related techniques for constructing robust additive solvers are dis
cussed in a more abstract framework. The difference with our approach is that the
resulting methods are all based on stability with respect to L2_ and HI-norms of the one
dimensional decomposition MJ = EBl=oWk, where Wo = M o and Mk-l EB.LL2 Wk = Mk
(k > 0) (d. (1)). Besides some subspace correction methods based on problem-dependent
subspace decompositions, this leads in [1] to prewavelet-based methods. Although above
decomposition is very similar to our decomposition MJ = EBl=oVk in which successive
spaces are orthogonal with respect to discrete, but L2-like scalar products <',' >M", the
latter decomposition leads to basis functions with smaller support than the prewavelets
and therefore to a cheaper algorithm.

Now we turn to the multiplicative FDMLM, which has not been analyzed in [5].

Theorem 4.5 Let i<l be the smallest constant such that

1 1

L: I(UO/,VJ3)AI ~ i<l (L:(UO/,UO/)A) 2" (L:(VJ3 ,VJ3 )A) 2 (UO/ E VO/,vJ3 E VJ3).
O/,J3EI O/EI J3EI

Assume
(10)

then
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Proof From T-y = R-yA-yP-y, we have p(T-y) = p(R-yA-y) :5 WI which yields

L: I(Touen T,BV,B)AI :5 WJ<l (L:(Touo,UO)A) t (1: (T,Bv,B, V,B)A) t (uo, v,B E MJ).
o,,Bel oel ,Bel

(11)
The proof now follows by applying [7, Theorem 4.4 (Fundamental Theorem II)]. 0

Remark 4.6 Condition (10) means that the subspace solvers are convergent. Under con
dition (7), it is always possible to find a fixed damping such that the damped subspace
solvers satisfy (7) as well as (10) uniformly in J, aj and b.

The constant ](0 was already estimated in Theorem 4.2 assuming (7). Note that the
constant r from that theorem is less or equal to w1Kt, as can be easily verified by taking
Ua = V,B = u in (11). It remains to estimate K1 • This will be done using the following
three lemmas. The essential step is made in Lemma 4.7, from which lemma it will appear
that we may restrict ourselves to tensor product operators A.

Lemma 4.7 Suppose A = E~l cpA(p) whe1'e cp ?: 0 and A(p) is SPD. Let K~p) be the

constant from Theorem 4.5 in case A was replaced by A(p). Then K1 :5 maxl~p~m K~p).

Proof Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain for Ua EVa, V,B E V,B,

1 !

L: I(Uo,V,B)AI= L If:cp(UO,V,B)A(Pll:5 :tcpK~p) (E(Ua,Ua)A(Pl) 2" (1:(V,B,V,B)A(Pl)
2

o,,Bel a,,Bel p=l p=l ael ,Bel
1 1

:5 max K~p) (f:cPL(Ua,Uo)A(Pl) 2" (f:CPL(V,B,V,B)A(Pl) 2"l<p<m- - p=l ael p=l ,Bel
1 !

= max K~p) (L)ua,Ua)A) 2" (L(V,B,V,B)A) 2

l~p~m oel ,Bel

o

The next lemma is essentially contained in [7, Lemma 4.6].

. I(u, v)AI ~
Lemma 4.8 Define £ = (Ea,B )a,,Bel by t a{3 = sup II II II II . Then K 1 :5 p(£).

O;euevQ,O;evev~ U A V A

Proof By symmetry of £, we have for U a EVa, V,B E v'a,

1 !

L \(Ua,V,B)AI:5 1: Ea,BIIUoIIAIIV,BIIA :5 p(£) (L(ua,uo)A)2" (~)V,B'V,B)A) 2

o,,Bel O',,Bel O'el ,Bel

o
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Lemma 4.9 Suppose A = &J1=IAj for SPD operators Aj. Define £(j) = (f~»)O~k,19 by

(j)_ l(u,v)Ajl 'T'h t:'_ d t:'(j) d (t:')-TI~ (t:'(j»)
fkl - sup II II II II ..1, en " - &J j=I" an so p" - 1=1 P " .

O~1JEV",O~vEV, U Aj V Aj

Proof From (u, V)A = (u, Por I{3v)A when u E Vor, v E V{3, it is easily verified that
t or{3 = IIPor I{3I1A-A = p(Q{3P;APor I{3A- 1 )L The projections P-y, Q-y on V-y = 01=1 V-Yj are
tensor products of the corresponding one-dimensional projections on the factors. Since the
eigenvalues of a tensor product operator are the products of the eigenvalues of its factors
we conclude that t or{3 = n1=1 t~]{3j' 0

Theorem 4.10 1<1 .:s 1, which means that under conditions (7) and (10), the multiplica
tive FDMLM is a robust iteration.

Proof From (2) and (3) combined with (4)' we know that there exists a () < 1 such that
for 0 ::; k, I ::; J,

Since A is a non-negative linear combination of operators that are tensor products of one
dimensional A : M J ~ MJ defined by (Au,v)L2 = (u,v)L2 or (AU,V)L2 = (u',V')L2, the
proof nows follows from Lemmas 4.7,4.8 and 4.9 and

((Oll-k l ) ) < II (Oll-k l) II < illp O~k,19 - O~k,19 00 - 1-0'

o

5 Implementation and numerical results

To implement the additive and multiplicative FDMLM, we will select (standard) bases on
MJ and Vor and belonging to these bases, we define secondary bases called dual bases. We
will represent A : MJ ~ MJ and Aor : Vor ~ Vor w.r.t. standard bases on their domain
and dual bases on their image, ROt : VOt ~ Vor w.r.t. dual basis on its domain and standard
basis on its image, lOt : VOt ~ MJ w.r.t. standard bases and finally, Qor : MJ ~ Vor w.r.t.
dual bases. Note that we then have found a representation of TOt = IOtROtQOtA : MJ ~ MJ
W.r. t. standard bases.

Until now, we ha.ve not specified the opera.tor Ror . In contrast to the other operators,
Ror is most naturally defined in terms of its representation. In view of conditions (7) and
(10), we need to find bounds for O"(RorAOt ).

We start with collecting some general facts about above representations.

Lemma 5.1 Let H be a finite dimensional Hilbert space with basis {<Pd. Let A: H ~ H
be SPD. Its stiffness matrix A is defined by <AU, v>= (Au,v), where the vector U (V) is



the representation of u (v) with respect to {</>d and <., .> is the standard Euclidean scalar
product.

(a). A is the representation of A with respect to the basis {<Pi} on its domain and dual
basis {¢d defined by (¢i, </>j) = hij on its image.

The stiffness matrix of the identity I : H -+ H is denoted by M and is called the mass
matrix.

(b). II:(A) ~ II:(M)II:(A).

Let'R. be a SPD approximation of A-1. Define R: H -+ H by (R-1u, v) =<'R.-1U, V>.

(c). 'R. is the representation of R with respect to {¢d on its domain and {<pd em its
image and so u(RA) = u('R.A).

_ {[ (J),wlI:(A)] if'R. = w(diag At1 (damped Jacobi)
(d). u('R.A)Cit. _ .

[It(~)'w] if'R. = wp(At1 (damped Rzchardson)

Let W c H wilh basis {tPj} and dual basis {'¢j}.

(e). If p is the representation of the trivial embedding I : W -+ H with respect to the
bases {tPj} and {</>d I then the matrix adjoint r = p* is the representation of the orthogonal
projection Q : H -+ W with respect to the dual bases {¢il and {'¢j}. The matrices p and
r are usually called prolongation and restriction respectively.

.' (j) - - - • (j)
Proof (a). Wnte A<pj = Lk Ck <Pk, then Aij = <Aej, ei>= (A<pj, <pd = Ci •

(b). The matrix M-1A is the representation of A w.r.t. {<pil on domain and image
and so II:(M- 1A) = II:(A). Now use II:(A) = II:(MtM-tAM-tMt) ~ II:(M-1A)II:(M).

(c). This part follows trivially from (a).
(d). For the case of Jacobi use that u(diag A) C [Amin(A), Amax(A)].
(e). Use rij = Pji = (~j,ItPi) = (Q~j, tPi)' 0

Now we come to the selection of bases of MJ and Va' Corresponding dual bases
will always be defined with respect to the L2-scalar product. We first consider the one
dimensional case.

For 0 ~ k ~ J, let Ok be the grid hkZ n O. We equip Mk with standard finite

element basis {<pk,x} Xeflk defined by </>k,x(y) = {~ :; ~ E hk Z . Clearly, this basis of M k

is orthonormal with respect to <·,·>Mk' The (one-dimensional) space Vo equals M o and
we lise the sa.me basis Oil both spa.ces.

To find a basis of Vk for ~: > 0, we Bote tha.t the basis functions of Mk-1 satisfy
<l>k-l,x = ~</>k,x-hk + <l>k,:l' + ~</>k,x+hk (:r E Ok-d· Now, with the definition <Pk,O = <Pk,1 = 0,
we claim that {-~<Pk,x-hk+ </>k,x - ~</>k,x+hk }xeflk\flk_1 is a basis of Vk = Mk e.LMk M k- b

henceforth called standard basis (see Figure 1). Indeed, it is easily seen that these functions
are linearly independent and, because of the orthonormality of {<Pk,x} Xeflk' that they are
orthogonal to basis functions of Mk-1 with respect to <·,·>Mk'



Figure 1: Bases on Mk and Vk.

Coordinate vectors with respect to the bases of Mk and, for k > 0, Vk are naturally
identified with grid functions on Ok and the staggered grid Ok \ Ok-l respectively. So, Vk
corresponds to a staggered grid for k > 0 and to the (unstaggered) grid consisting of one
point for k = O.

It is well-known that the mass matrix ((¢k,y, ¢k,x)L2)x,yEOk belonging to the basis of Mk
has a bounded condition number uniformly in k. Using this property and the expression
of the basis functions of Vk for k > 0 in terms of the basis functions of Mk, one can verify
that also the mass matrix belonging to the basis of Vk has a bounded condition number
uniformly in k. A direct computation even shows that the basis of Vk is L2-orthogonal,
which means that the mass matrix is diagonal. For k > 0, diagonal elements of this matrix
have value ~~hk if they correspond to the near boundary points hk, 1 - hk E Ok \ Ok-l and
~ hk otherwise.

To obtain an efficient implementation of the embeddings h : Vk -+ MJ and orthogonal
projections Qk : M J -+ Vk, we make use of the binary tree nesting shown in Figure 2.
That is, to project (orthogonally) from M J onto Vk, we first project onto M k and then

Figure 2: Binary tree nesting.

this result is projected onto Vk. Of course, the intermediate result on Mk can be used to
compute cheaply the projections onto Vo, . .. ,Vk-l. The same ideas in reversed ordering
apply to the embeddings.

From the expressions of the basis functions of M k - 1 and Vk for k > 0 in terms of the
basis functions of Mk, we have that that t.he representation of the embedding Mk-l -+ Mk
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is given by the stencil pO =H 1 ![, mapping grid functions on Ok-l onto the space of
grid functions on Ok, and that the representation of the embedding Vk -+ Mk is given by
the stencil pI =]-! 1 -![, mapping grid functions on 'h \ Ok-l onto the space of grid
functions on Ok. Lemma 5.I(e) now shows that the representations with respect to dual
bases of the L2-orthogonal projections Mk -+ Mk-I and Mk -+ Vk for k > 0 are given by
the stencils rO = [! 1 !] and r 1 = [-! 1 -!] respectively.

In the d-dimensional case, we equip MO' = Q91=IMO'j' VO' = Q91=1 VO'j and more generally
Q9~ IWO', where WO' = MO' or VO" with standard bases consisting of basis functions that

J= 1 1 1 1

are tensor products of the standard basis functions of the corresponding factors. Because
the resulting mass matrices are tensor products of the mass matrices belonging to the
factors, their condition numbers are uniformly bounded. Since furthermore II:(AO') :s 1 (see
Proposition 4.3), Lemma 5.I(b-d) shows that Jacobi or Richardson yields a preconditioner
of AO' that satisfies condition (7). We conclude that the resulting additive FDMLM is a
robust preconditioner.

To implement fO' : VO' -+ MJ and QO' : MJ -+ VO" we use in each coordinate direction
the binary tree structure of Figure 2 yielding a binary tree of binary trees. In this tree,
the spaces VO' correspond to the leaf nodes. The operators fO' (QO') are now implemented
by applying a sequence of one-dimensional pi (ri ) (i E {O, I}) (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Binary tree of binary trees with embeddings for d = 2 and J = 2.

Using the same tree, the stiffness matrices AO' of AO' = QO'AfO' : VO' -+ VO' can be
computed efficiently in advance from the stiffness matrix A of A : MJ -+ MJ. To obtain
an efficient implementation of the multiplicative FDMLM, for that method we will also
store stiffness matrices corresponding to intermedia.te nodes. Since pO and pI are given by
tlm'(' point stencils and A is a :Jd-point stencil, all stirrll<'ss matrices a.re 3d-point stencils.
Computa.tion of An even rcwals that in the cOllstant coefIicicnt case, it is given by a
(2d + I)-point stencil.
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We end up with the following function describing the additive FDMLM preconditioner
on MJ:

gridfunction FDMLMadd (gridfunction F)
% F is defined on a Cartesian product of d one-dimensional grids. Let i E {1, 2, ... , d + 1} be the %
% number such that the grids in coordinate directions Xl, •.. ,Xi-1 are staggered or consist of only %
% point (that is, we went already down along a. complete branch of the tree of binary trees that %
% correspond to orthogonal projections in coordinate directions Xl,' .. , Xi-1). Note that initially %
% all grids are unstaggered so that i =1 if J > 0 (and i =d + 1 if J =0). %
{
if (1 :::; i :::; d)

V = p~i(FDMLMadd(r~iF)) + p~)FDMLMadd(r;iF))j

else % We are in a leaf of the binary tree of binary trees. %

v = (diag At1 Fj

return Vj
}

% Jacobi; A is the stiffness matrix on the grid on which F is defined. %

We theoretically counted the number of flops necessary for FDMLMadd and compared
that with the BPX preconditioner (that is, additive standard multi-grid with as smoother
one Jacobi iteration). For the problem size tending to infinity we found a ratio of ~, 3
and 137; ~ 4.7 in one-, two- and three-dimensions respectively in favour of BPX. In our
two-dimensional experiments, we found a ratio of CPU times of about 2.4. Although
FDMLMadd is more expensive than BPX, we consider particularly the factor 4.7 in three
dimensions as a favourable result. Indeed, to obtain a similar robustness with standard
multi-grid, instead of a simple point smoother, one should apply multi-grid as a plane
smoother in each of the coordinate planes, where additionally each multi-grid plane solver
should be equipped with line smoothers in both coordinate directions (or a ILU smoother)
(d. [6]).

Our implementation optimally exploits the fact that the projections MJ -+ Va and
embeddings Va -+ MJ are all of tensor product type. For example, for the two-level
case in two dimensions, we have to perform the restrictions r~r~, r~r~, r~r~ and r~r~. We
implemented this as r~ and r;, both followed by r~ and r~, which is a factor 1~ cheaper
than the implementation as four separate two-dimensional restrictions.

We applied FDMLMadd and BPX to the two-dimensional anisotropic equation. Results
are given in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 clearly demonstrates the robustness of the FDMLM
and its practical use for anisotropic equations. A comparison of both tables also shows
that for isotropic problems there exist better solvers than FDMLM.

To change FDMLMadd into a multiplicative subspace solver, we have to update the
defect between both recursive calls. Since we do not need the defect itself, but only its
restriction onto the grid on which F has been defined, we can use the stiffness matrix cor
responding to that grid instead of going up to the root, applying the stiffness matrix there

12



f. \ hJ .L .L .L 1 1 1
16 32 64 128 256 512

1 4.8 6.1 7.4 8.5 9.4 10
.1 6.3 7.9 9.1 9.9 11 12
.01 7.7 9.2 10 11 12 13
.001 8.1 9.7 11 12 13 13

0 8.2 9.8 11 12 13 13

Table 1: Condition numbers obtained with FDMLMadd applied to -(d)? + a~).

f. \ hJ
1 1 .L 1 1 1
16 32 64 128 256 512

1 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.7 5.0 5.2
.1 28 36 40 45 48 50
.01 140 280 370 420 460 490

.001 350 940 2100 3400 4200 4600

Table 2: As Table 1 but now BPX instead of FDMLMadd.

and going down again. Computation of the stiffness matrices Aa shows that undamped
Jacobi satisfies (10) with WI = ~' which means that the resulting FDMLMmul is robust.

gridfunction FDMLMmul (gridfunction F)
% Let i E {I, 2, ... , d + I} be the number such that that the grids in coordinate directions %
% :1:1, ... , :l:i-1 are staggered, consist of only one point or are smaller in size than the grid in %
% direction :l:i. Let.4 be the stiffness matrix on the grid on which F is defined. %
{
if (1 ~ i ~ d)

{
E = p~i(FI?MLMmul(r~iF));

F=F-AE;
U = E +p~i(FDMLMmul(r~iF));

}
else

U = (diag At1 F;
return U;

}

Compared to FDMLMadd, we slightly changed the definition of i in order to visit the leafs
in a nearly symmetric way. For example, for d = 2 and J = 2, leafs are now visited in the
order Voo, VOl, VIO , Vu , V02 , VI2 , V20 , V21 , V22 instead of Voo, VOl, V02 , VIO ' Vu , V12 , V20,

V2I , V22 • The non-leafs in both trees are generally not all equal.
Numerical results obtained with FDMLMmul are given in Table 3. As a consequence of

the nearly symmetric ordering of the subspaces, there was hardly any difference between
the contraction numbers obtained with f. and that with ~ and therefore we show only
results for f. ~ 1.



f \ hJ
1 1 ..L 1 1 1
16 32 64 128 256 512

1 .62 .65 .69 .71 .72 .73
.1 .65 .69 .72 .73 .74 .74
.01 .67 .71 .73 .74 .75 .75
.001 .69 .72 .74 .75 .76 .76

0 .69 .72 .74 .75 .76 .76

Table 3: Contraction numbers with respect to II . IIA+-A of FDMLMmul applied to
-(fiJi +an·

Although the results show robustness of FDMLMmul, we made some attempts to get
a faster converging method. Note that it makes no sense to solve the problems on the
subspaces very accurately. Since the subspaces are non-nested, because they are even non
overlapping, in contrast with standard multi-grid the contraction numbers do not tend to
zero by applying more and more Jacobi iterations. Numerically, we found with "exact"
subspace solvers contraction numbers in the range .47 - .54 for hJ = 1~8'

Alternatively, following the approach of Hackbusch in [3], we added one damped Jacobi
smoother with damping parameter w = .75 to each non-leaf in the tree before the two
recursive calls. Although our convergence proof does not carryover to this method, the
results given in Table 4 show a considerable speed up due to the additional smoothing.

f \ hJ
1 1 1 1 _1 1
16 32 64 128 256 512

1 .14 .15 .16 .16 .16 .16
.1 .23 .23 .24 .24 .24 .24
.01 .29 .30 .35 .37 .38 .38
.001 .30 .31 .32 .36 .37 .40

0 .30 .32 .36 .38 .40 .42

Table 4: As Table 3, but now for FDMLMmul extended with one damped ~acobi smoother
in each non-leaf node.
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